
PROJECTING 
ARTISTRY 
See why world-class artists trust Epson large venue laser projectors  
to bring their visions to life.



Artist collectives around the world 
have embraced projection mapping 
both for its creative storytelling 
possibilities and mass appeal. 

Artists can transform sedate 
installations and outdoor venues 
into rich theatrical displays 
that become highly engaging 
community experiences. 
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INFINITY ROOM   
Refik Anadol
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MASSIVELY DISTRIBUTED  
MASARY Studios



Infinity Room
Artist Refik Anadol’s Infinity Room is an immersive environment designed 
to create a perception of presence in a non-physical world. It is a sophisticated 
work of art, although the concept behind it seems simple: a 12 x 12 x 12-foot 
room that viewers step into, lined by mirrors on all four walls, the floor and 
ceiling, even the inside of the entrance and exit doors. Onto these surfaces are 
projected a moving array of geometrical patterns in black and white.

“Being an optimist means thinking 
about how technology can make 
us better. And the answer is in art, 
because art is the most fundamental 
way for the human brain to find 
answers purposefully.”
REFIK ANADOL, MEDIA ARTIST & DIRECTOR

R E F I K  A N A D O L 
KANEKO in Omaha, Nebraska

Experience the magic of the visual 
artistry of Refik Anadol. His Infinity 
Room installation is an immersive visual 
experience powered by Epson Pro  
Series Projectors.

SEE THE FULL VIDEO

Infinity in a 12-foot Cube

PHOTO BY GAYLE LAIRD © EXPLORATORIUM 
WWW.EXPLORATORIUM.EDU
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDw2PxRGbmA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDw2PxRGbmA
http://www.exploratorium.edu


G E O R G E  F O K
Phi Centre, Montreal 
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Seeking Stillness   
Imagine losing yourself in a vibrant flow of evocative colors, music, and 
digital imagery. That was the immersive experience created by visual artist 
George Fok in Montreal’s Phi Centre.

“The intention of this work is for you  
to slow down and forget about the 
notion of time.”
GEORGE FOK, CREATOR OF SEEKING STILLNESS

When artist George Fok sought projectors 
for his immersive art exhibit, “Seeking  
Stillness,” he chose Epson Pro Series  
Projectors for their vibrant, true-to-life 
image quality and convenient projection 
mapping tools. 

SEE THE FULL VIDEO

Bringing Artistry to Life 

PHOTO BY PHI CENTRE
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUvF2dHoPT4&list=PLRWrNCvibHitWDEjUVgnFfsU3fArcOcOI&index=4&t=43s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUvF2dHoPT4&list=PLRWrNCvibHitWDEjUVgnFfsU3fArcOcOI&index=4&t=43s


Massively  
Distributed
Canal Convergence | Water + Art + Light, Scottsdale Public Art’s  
annual art experience, is at the forefront of reconnecting residents with  
the city. MASARY Studios harnessed the creative energy of the Scottsdale 
community to create a remarkable experience.

“We hope to reconnect people with 
one another, as well as with the cities 
they live in, through our ‘Massively 
Distributed’ project at Canal 
Convergence this year.”
SAM OKERSTROM-LANG, MEDIA ARTIST, FOUNDER AND PRINCIPAL, MASARY STUDIOS
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C A N A L  C O N V E R G E N C E
Scottsdale, AZ

Watch as 400 new media artworks 
composed by the public through vibrant 
projection mapping and an innovative 
web-based instrument come to life at 
Scottsdale’s Canal Convergence.

SEE THE FULL VIDEO

Collaborative Public  
Art Reimagined

PHOTO BY ARAM BOGHOSIAN
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7q1wDGjtrk&list=PLRWrNCvibHitWDEjUVgnFfsU3fArcOcOI&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7q1wDGjtrk&list=PLRWrNCvibHitWDEjUVgnFfsU3fArcOcOI&index=6


B L O C K H O U S E  S T U D I O S
Indianapolis Museum of Art at Newfields
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Mischief Manor
The Indianapolis Museum of Art at Newfields teamed up with production 
company Blockhouse Studios to create a spooky outdoor walking expe-
rience. Using projection mapping, they transformed the National Historic 
Landmark, Lilly House, into a virtual party with illuminated pumpkins and 
ghosts playing tennis.

When trick-and-treat experiences were 
temporarily on hold, the visual arts pro-
vided a Halloween unlike any other.

Lilly House was transformed into “Mischief 
Manor” using nine Epson Pro Series 
Projectors. Time period references and 
animated routines from the Indianapolis 
Ballet were projected on the building.

SEE THE FULL VIDEO

Lilly House Transformation

PHOTO BY BLOCKHOUSE STUDIOS
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHqFeXlFWKo&list=PLRWrNCvibHitWDEjUVgnFfsU3fArcOcOI&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHqFeXlFWKo&list=PLRWrNCvibHitWDEjUVgnFfsU3fArcOcOI&index=7


Cityscape  
Projections
ILLUMINUS is a contemporary arts festival that features original installations, 
video projections and performances by artists who work in the medium  
of light and sound to create immersive experiences that turn city streets  
into an installation gallery. Their mission is to support a network of artists, 
designers and creative technologists who collaborate to develop new and 
innovative works. 
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I L L U M I N U S  F E S T I V A L
Boston, MA

Merging art and technology, Illuminus 
Festival artists use Epson projectors  
to create dynamic physical environments. 
Incorporating landscapes, architecture 
and more as a canvas, Epson technology 
helps them break tradition and make their 
visions known.  

SEE THE FULL VIDEO

Activated Urban Canvas

PHOTO BY MICHAEL J. CLARK 

“All art is inherently social. It’s natural 
that technology and art would merge.”
ALLISON MARIA RODRIGUEZ, ILLUMINUS ARTIST

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BnjuYQXskDE&list=PLRWrNCvibHitWDEjUVgnFfsU3fArcOcOI&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BnjuYQXskDE&list=PLRWrNCvibHitWDEjUVgnFfsU3fArcOcOI&index=10


E L E C T R I C  F O R E S T  F E S T I V A L
Sherwood Forest
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Enchanted Forest
Picture Sherwood Forest reimagined by visual artists and musicians deploying 
an array of large venue projectors and live concert music that together creates  
a dynamic multimedia experience that bears no resemblance to renaissance fairs 
of yesteryear.   

The Electric Forest Music Festival 
transformed Sherwood Forest into an 
imagination-fueled amusement park 
through dazzling projection mapping.  
More than 40 Epson projectors were 
placed throughout the festival to create 
10+ original art installations.

SEE THE FULL VIDEO

Projection Mapping

PHOTO BY BLOCKHOUSE STUDIOS

“Each year we bring bigger projectors, 
cooler video content and most 
importantly more knowledge about  
how to piece all this together.”
JASPER MOSHER, CO-FOUNDER OF ELECTRIC DREAM MACHINE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1nXhWFkMPc&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1nXhWFkMPc&t=2s


Immersive images require exceptionally high detail. Exceed HD image quality with Epson’s 4K Enhancement Technology1  
on all WUXGA projectors, for streaming lifelike, intricate details. Proven 3-Chip, 3LCD technology engineered and manufactured 
in-house for uncompromising image quality and reliability you can count on.

Artistic vision requires meaningful choices. Epson offers a full suite of projectors that range from 6,000 to 30,000 lumens with 
a single lens lineup for ultimate flexibility across virtually all types of installations. Our single lens family supports a wide range of 
projectors from 6,000 to 20,000 lumens for easy design, install, and reconfiguration.2

Great multimedia starts with powerful tools. Every artist working with large venue projectors knows that setup time is never 
limitless and fine-tuning is essential. A suite of powerful features including built-in cameras and setup software help streamline 
the process while helping artists and installers achieve complex results like edge blends and projection mapping.
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The World is  
Your Canvas
The visual artists spotlighted here have mastered multimedia storytelling — expressing vibrant themes that participants find 
highly immersive and entertaining. Epson seeks to support and enhance their artistic vision with our cutting-edge projector 
technology. Participants never feel passively entertained — they feel like they’re part of a satisfying, shared experience.

EPSON.COM/LARGEVENUE  

http://www.Epson.com/largevenue  
http://www.epson.com/largevenue


For more information on immersive experiences and big-screen projection with Epson Pro Series large venue projectors, please visit 
Epson.com/largevenue.

ABOUT EPSON
Epson is a global technology leader dedicated to becoming indispensable to society by connecting people, things and information 
with its original efficient, compact and precision technologies. The company is focused on driving innovations and exceeding customer 
expectations in inkjet, visual communications, wearables and robotics. Epson is proud of its contributions to realizing a sustainable  
society and its ongoing efforts to realizing the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals.

Led by the Japan-based Seiko Epson Corporation, the worldwide Epson Group generates annual sales of more than JPY 1 trillion:  
global.epson.com.

Epson America, Inc., based in Los Alamitos, California, is Epson’s regional headquarters for the U.S., Canada, and Latin America.  
To learn more about Epson, please visit epson.com.

You may also connect with Epson America on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram.

14K Enhancement Technology shifts each pixel to surpass Full HD resolution on screen. 

2Color brightness (color light output) and white brightness (white light output) will vary depending on usage conditions. Color light output measured in accordance with IDMS 15.4; white light output measured in accordance with ISO 21118.

EPSON is a registered trademark and EPSON Exceed Your Vision is a registered logomark of Seiko Epson Corporation. All other product and brand names are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective 
companies. Epson disclaims any and all rights in these marks. Copyright 2021 Epson America, Inc.

http://www.Epson.com/largevenue
http://www.global.epson.com
http://www.epson.com
http://facebook.com/Epson
http://twitter.com/EpsonAmerica
http://youtube.com/epsonamerica
http://instagram.com/EpsonAmerica

